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Introduction. Some languages with weight-sensitive stress exhibit a positional weight e�ect: (C)VC sylla-
bles seem to pattern as heavy in some positions and light in other positions. Gordon (2004) observes that
positional weight in two languages – Tamil (Dravidian), whose (C)VC syllables pattern as heavy only in
word-initial position, and Modern Hupa (Na-Dene), whose (C)VC syllables pattern as heavy only within
the root – resists an explanation in terms of independently motivated constraints in Optimality The-
ory (OT). To account for this, Gordon introduces new, dedicated constraints which enforce positional
weight. In this paper I argue that these positional weight constraints are not necessary in Harmonic Gram-
mar (HG). The Tamil and Hupa facts emerge from a (C)VV > (C)VC > (C)V weight hierarchy alongside
pressure for stress to align with a particular position in the word.
Tamil. In Tamil, words starting with (C)V.CVV receive stress on the second syllable (1). Otherwise, stress
is on the �rst syllable. Crucially, this includes words starting with (C)V.CVC and (C)VC.CVV (2).
(1) CV.CVV → peninitial stress: [p@.lá:] ‘jackfruit tree’
(2) a. CV.CVC → initial stress: [Vá.jal] ‘�eld’

b. CVC.CVV → initial stress: [sán.de:.x@̃] ‘doubt’
This leads to a ranking paradox. In (1), the CVV syllable attracts stress away from the left edge because it
is heavier than the initial CV syllable. In (2), the CVV syllable in (2b) fails to attract stress away from the
initial CVC syllable, so CVV is not, for the relevant purposes, heavier than CVC. But in (2a), the CVC
syllable fails to attract stress away from the inital CV syllable, so CVC is not heavier than CV. This stress
hierarchy challenges a model with ranked constraints like OT: CVV does not outweigh CVC, and CVC
does not outweigh CV, so by the transitive property, it is unexpected that CVV outweighs CV. Gordon’s
solution is to posit that CVC syllables are heavy only in word-initial position – thus the CVC syllable in
(2a) is light, so it does not attract stress away from the initial CV syllable, whereas the CVC syllable in (2b)
is heavy, so the penitial CVV syllable cannot attract stress away from it. In HG, though, this assumption
is not necessary. HG can straightforwardly produce nontransitive con�ation patterns (see O’Hara 2017).
I adopt the following constraints in order to encode a (C)VV > (C)VC > (C)V weight hierarchy:
(3) a. W(eightTo)S(tress)P(rinciple)-CVV: assign one violation for every unstressed (C)VV syllable

b. WSP-CVX: assign one violation for every unstressed (C)VV or (C)VC syllable
Alongside the constraint AlignL, which assigns one violation for every syllable to the left of the stress,
this accounts for the facts, shown in (4). Stress is peninitial only in words beginning (C)V.CVV because
this is the only context in which the peninitial syllable outweighs the initial syllable by two degrees.

(4)

AlignL WSP-CVV WSP-CVX
w = 3 w = 2 w = 2 H

→ "CV.CVC.CVV 0 -1 -2 -6
CV."CVC.CVV -1 -1 -1 -7
CV.CVC."CVV -2 0 -1 -8
→ "CVC.CVV 0 -1 -1 -4

CVC."CVV -1 0 -1 -5
→ CV."CVV -1 0 0 -3

"CV.CVV 0 -1 -1 -4



Hupa. In Hupa, stress is on the leftmost CVV syllable of the word (5). If there are no CVV syllables,
stress is on the leftmost CVC syllable of the root (6). Otherwise, stress defaults to the root’s leftmost CV.
(5) leftmost CVV receives stress: dIwé:[√ Ù’a:t] ‘I am ill.’ (from Hupa Online Dictionary and Texts)
(6) CVC can only receive stress within the root: nIs[√ khín] ‘�r tree’
Once again, this yields a paradox: given that CVV syllables in pre�xes are preferred for stress over CVV
syllables in the root, it is unexpected that CVC syllables in pre�xes are dispreferred for stress over CVC
syllables in the root. Note that this unexpected not only in OT, but also in HG. If we assume that
the relevant tradeo� is between AlignL and a constraint requiring stress in the root, then the fact that
"CVV.[√ CVV] wins against CVV.[√ "CVV] indicates that AlignL is weighed higher – but this falsely
predicts that "CVC.[√ CVC] should win against CVC.[√ "CVC]. Gordon’s solution is to posit that only
CVC syllables within the root are heavy. However, I propose an alternative analysis which does not rely
on a dedicated positional weight constraint, and instead only involves WSP and gradient aligment. To
make this work, I adopt two somewhat nonstandard, but previously argued-for, assumptions. The �rst
is that gradient alignment is not linear, but exponential. This has been proposed by Kumaran (2020) to
account for languages with stress windows of arbitrary size at the edge of the word. Although linear align-
ment is more standard, I am not aware of any data favoring linear alignment over exponential alignment.
The second is that AlignL is not a separate constraint, but rather is integrated into WSP constraints.
This builds on work by Zoll (1997), who makes a similar proposal to account for languages which attract
stress to di�erent edges of the word depending on the stressed syllable’s weight. The resulting constraints
are as follows: (note that they can also handle the Tamil data)
(7) a. WSP-CVV-L: assign 10-n violations for every unstressed (C)VV syllable with exactly n syllables

to its left
b. WSP-CVX-L: assign 10-n violations for every unstressed (C)VV or (C)VC syllable with exactly

n syllables to its left
Alongside the constraint StressedRoot, which assigns a violation if the root lacks stress, this constraint
set accounts for the facts, as shown in (8). (To achieve full generality, the weight of WSP-CVV-L must
approach in�nity. The value 2 is used in the tableau for expository simplicity.)

(8)

WSP-CVV-L StressedRoot WSP-CVX-L
w = 2 w = 2 w = 1 H

→ "CVV.[√ CVV] -0.1 -1 -0.1 -2.3
CVV.[√ "CVV] -1 0 -1 -4

→ in�nite CVCs + [√ "CVC] 0 0 -10/9 -10/9
"CVC + in�nite CVCs + [√ CVC] 0 -1 -1/9 -19/9

Conclusion. Gordon’s argument for ad hoc positional weight constraints is couched in one particular
framework, OT. The large-scale conclusion here is that positional weight can be modeled as emerging
from familiar principles – gradient alignment and gradient weight – provided one is not committed to
OT over HG. At a more narrow level, the Hupa data provide novel empirical support for exponential
alignment (Kumaran 2020) and weight-speci�c alignment (Zoll 1997). References. Gordon, M. 2004.
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